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ABSTRACT
Christina M. Quach
268
Psychological distress encompasses transdiagnostic symptoms of anxiety, depression, and
anger, which all feature of emotional dysregulation and are often associated with
interpersonal stressors. To understand these forms of distress as they occur in daily life,
examination of both personality vulnerabilities and social situational context is needed.
Interpersonal circumplex research and theory suggests human needs for agency and
communion, and therefore others’ cold-dominant behavior is highly aversive and likely to
cause psychosocial distress, but degree and type of distress (e.g., anxiety versus anger)
may depend upon personality. Detachment and antagonism are the most interpersonal of
the pathological personality traits (Southard et al., 2015), and may amplify the effects of
such stressors on distress, but little research has examined these traits beyond crosssectional designs. The present study tested baseline pathological personality traits
prospectively predicting distress across 15 naturalistic diary assessments of interpersonal
stressors across five weeks, in a sample of 155 undergraduate college students. As
hypothesized, within-person increases in perceived cold-dominant behavior predicted
increases in distress (anxiety, depression, and anger). Regarding personality traits, high
detachment prospectively predicted higher depression and anger in daily life, but had a
unique effect on depression after accounting for shared variance among distress
outcomes, as expected. Antagonism predicted higher downstream anxiety, depression,
and anger, but uniquely predicted anger as expected, and depression unexpectedly.
Contrary to hypotheses, personality did not amplify effects of stressors on distress in any
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cross-level interactions. Overall, this study extends cross-sectional research by showing
pathological interpersonal traits as risk factors for downstream transdiagnostic symptoms
of depression, anxiety, and anger.
Keywords: personality traits, antagonism, detachment, interpersonal situation,
psychological stress, depression, anger, anxiety
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CHAPTER I
Introduction and Literature Review
Anxiety and depression are among the most prevalent psychiatric diagnoses, with
substantial symptoms that overlap (Brown & Barlow, 2009). Negative emotions are
transdiagnostic – occurring across anxiety and mood disorder categories – representing a
common core of psychological distress. Recent formulations include anger as a
transdiagnostic symptom which can have detrimental effects on functioning (Cassiello‐
Robbins & Barlow, 2016), suggesting the need to examine anger in conjunction with
anxiety and depression. Diagnoses rooted in anxiety (e.g., generalized anxiety disorder
[GAD], social anxiety disorder, panic disorder), depression (e.g., major depressive
disorder [MDD], persistent depressive disorder [PDD]), and anger (e.g., intermittent
explosive disorder [IED]) have been associated with distress and impairment in
psychological, relational, occupational, and physical domains (Dougherty et al., 2014;
Goldney et al., 2000; Goldstein-Piekarski et al., 2016; Hilton & Whiteford, 2010; Kessler
et al., 2006; McCloskey et al., 2010; Moussavi et al., 2007; Russ et al., 2012; Sareen et
al., 2006). Even subclinical symptoms are linked to poorer functioning and outcomes,
which highlights the importance of examining the mechanisms of psychological distress
faced in daily life utilizing repeated measures in ecological studies (Barrett et al., 2013;
Goldney et al., 2004; Martin et al., 1996; Spira et al., 2008).
Furthermore, both contextual situational stressors and personality traits may shape
experiences of psychological distress in daily life. Through a social cognitive lens,
negative emotional responses vary from person to person depending on how one
appraises the situation. Social stressors are emotionally salient, and interpersonal theories
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that conceptualize social behavior from an interpersonal circumplex framework (IPC;
Gurtman, 2009; Wiggins, 1996) suggest that interactions thwarting human motives for
agency (i.e., dominance) and communion (i.e., affiliation) are particularly likely to be
aversive (Horowitz et al., 2006). Moreover, research has shown that personality traits
interact with both interpersonal situations and psychological distress (Barnow et al.,
2009; Beck et al., 2001; Bienvenu et al., 2004; Brezo et al., 2006; Jovanović et al., 2011;
Nordahl et al., 2005). In particular, detachment (pathologically low extraversion
characterized by social isolation and anhedonia; Holden et al., 2015) and antagonism
(pathologically low agreeableness characterized by aggressive tendencies, assertions of
dominance, and grandiosity; Holden et al., 2015) represent maladaptive personality traits.
These are the most interpersonally oriented of the pathological traits and warrant closer
examination (Southard et al., 2015). For example, Hopwood and colleagues, (2013)
found that pathological variations of trait detachment were associated with beliefs
indicating a lack of interest in relationships, mistrust of others, and interpersonal
ambivalence, whereas antagonistic traits were associated with an inflated view of self as
superior or special compared to others, attitudes facilitating antagonistic behaviors
towards others, and concerns about being controlled by others. However, little is known
about how detachment and antagonism predict within-person affective responses to
interpersonal stressors in daily life. This study aims to clarify the moderating effect of
detachment and antagonism on interpersonal stressors and feelings of anxiety, depression,
and anger. First, I review relevant literature pertaining to distress, interpersonal stressors,
and pathological personality traits.
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Psychological Distress
Disorders Characterized by Distress
Psychological distress encompasses unpleasant emotions that influence one’s
functioning and impact well-being, including as anxiety, sadness, and irritability. When
the demands of a stressor exceed an individual’s ability to cope with the distress, a range
of psychopathological symptoms may occur. Anxiety disorders, depressive disorders, and
anger-based disorders represent pathologically severe manifestations of these emotions.
Anxiety
Anxiety is defined as a feeling of worry, unease, or nervousness and is often
associated with perceived uncertainty. Anxiety disorders are more commonly diagnosed
than any other group of psychological disorders and have an overall lifetime prevalence
rate of 31.1% (National Institute of Mental Health, 2017). This group of disorders is
characterized by excessive fear and anxiety due to a perceived threat combined with
avoidance behavior, with specific disorders differentiated by the feared stimuli or
situation. For instance, specific phobias encompass impairing anxiety or fear related to a
specified object such as needles, insects, or heights. On the other hand, GAD focuses on
excessive and uncontrollable worry related to a broad number of objects or domains.
Other anxiety-related disorders such as agoraphobia, selective mutism, separation anxiety
disorder, panic disorder, and social anxiety disorder vary in what the individual fears, but
each share a common core component of negative affectivity and poor emotional
regulation. Furthermore, anxiety, fear, and worry are components of obsessivecompulsive disorders, trauma or stressor related disorders, personality disorders (e.g.,
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paranoid and avoidant), somatic symptom disorders, eating disorders, and mood disorders
(e.g., major depressive disorder with anxious distress specifier).
Anxiety disorders have been linked to a plethora of negative physiological and
psychological outcomes. Individuals who are diagnosed with an anxiety disorder are at
increased risk for a co-occurring anxiety or mood disorder (Goldstein-Piekarski et al.,
2016), maladaptive substance use (Merikangas et al., 1998), and medical illness (e.g.,
thyroid disease, gastrointestinal disease, arthritis, migraines; Sareen et al., 2006).
Furthermore, even subclinical levels of chronic anxiety have been linked to sleep
disturbance, poorer social functioning, and poorer role functioning (Spira et al., 2008). It
is evident that when individuals experience anxiety, worry, or fear, there are
corresponding negative impacts in a variety of domains, suggesting the importance of
understanding the factors contributing to anxiety.
Depression
Depressive disorders feature the presence of sad or irritable mood, combined with
changes in physiological and cognitive domains that impair functioning. MDD is the
most well-known of this diagnostic category and entails a discrete period of at least two
weeks of these distinct changes. It is the most commonly diagnosed depressive disorder,
with a lifetime prevalence rate of 20.6% (Hasin et al., 2018) and a 12-month prevalence
rate of 7% (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). PDD is characterized by
chronic (at least two years), lower intensity dysphoric affect and has a 12-month
prevalence rate of 0.5% (APA, 2013). Other depressive disorders include disruptive
mood dysregulation disorder (characterized by outbursts of anger) and premenstrual
dysphoric disorder. This dysphoric affect may also present in bipolar II disorder and
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trauma and stress related disorders, such as adjustment disorder and posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD).
Depressive disorders are associated with a constellation of co-occurring
psychiatric disorders and symptoms (e.g., anxiety, substance use, borderline personality
disorder, and suicide; APA, 2013; Sartorius et al., 1996; Swendsen & Merikangas, 2000),
chronic physiological diseases (Chapman et al., 2005; Moussavi et al., 2007), and
impaired work functioning (Goldney et al., 2000). Even subclinical levels of depression
have been linked to poorer work performance (Martin et al., 1996), increased suicidal
ideation (Cukrowicz et al., 2011), poorer cognitive functioning (Sutter et al., 2012), and
lower quality of life (Goldney et al., 2004). Overall, depression has been associated with
dysfunction in a range of domains, making it imperative to not only examine treatments
for depression, but also the antecedents that inform the context of the depression.
Anger
Anger is an emotion rooted in strong feelings of annoyance, hostility, or
displeasure. Although there is no overarching diagnostic category for pathological anger,
its presence is noted in the criteria of a range of disorders including mood, personality,
and impulse-control disorders. The type of anger and how it is demonstrated varies
depending on three dimensions: frequency, intensity, and duration (Fernandez &
Johnson, 2016). IED (2.7% 12-month prevalence rate; APA, 2013) reflects the exemplar
diagnosis for pathological anger; it is characterized by repeated angry, impulsive, and
aggressive episodes disproportionate to the level of provocation, implying high
frequency, short duration, and high intensity anger dimensions. In younger individuals
(age 6 to 18), disruptive mood dysregulation disorder (2-5% six to 12-month prevalence
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rate; APA, 2013) is distinguished by temper outbursts disproportionate to the situation
and persistent anger or irritability most days, indicating short durations of intense anger
combined with frequent, low intensity anger. Lower intensity anger (labeled irritability)
is also present in anxiety, mood, and trauma-related disorders (e.g., GAD, MDD, PTSD;
Cassiello‐Robbins & Barlow, 2016).
Each of these anger-related disorders has been linked to negative health outcomes
including increased risk for co-occurring psychiatric disorders, interpersonal (including
familial) difficulties, functional impairment, and physiological health problems
(Dougherty et al., 2014; Gross et al., 2002; Kessler et al., 2006; McCloskey et al., 2010;
Merikangas et al., 2011; Mulraney et al., 2016; Pardini & Fite, 2010). Although anger in
these disorders varies, it is an important clinical symptom that has been linked to a vast
array of adverse outcomes. Even subclinical levels of anger (e.g., dimensional anger)
have been linked to negative downstream effects in psychological, physical, and
interpersonal domains. Individuals who experience anger in combination with anxiety,
mood, or trauma disorders have shown greater symptom severity (Barrett et al., 2013;
Cahill et al., 2003; Judd et al., 2013). Anger is also associated with increased risk for
cardiac issues (Jiang et al., 2013; Suls & Bunde, 2005), hypertension (Everson et al.,
1998), and stroke (Williams et al., 2002). Research has also shown that higher levels of
anger were associated with increased experience of stress, increased use of avoidance to
cope, and poorer physical and psychological wellbeing (Maan Diong et al., 2005).
Clinicians tend to focus their attention on anger in a dichotomous way (e.g., whether an
individual meets criteria for a disorder or not), but even outside of these categories,
subclinical anger plays an important role in wellbeing.
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Shift Towards Dimensional Conceptualization of Symptoms
The structure of the DSM-5 classifications assumes that each disorder (and
similarly, each category) reflects a discrete clinical condition, which does not accurately
depict and encompass their overlapping features as well as heterogeneity in etiology and
symptomatology (Widiger & Gore, 2014). In fact, this issue has been a topic of
significant debate as more clinicians and researchers recognize the limitations of this
categorical method of diagnosis and conceptualization. One major limitation of this
system is that these discrete categories do not account for the high rate of comorbidity, as
evidenced by several epidemiological and clinical studies (Brown et al., 2001; Kessler,
Chiu et al., 2005; Krueger & Markon, 2006; Maser & Patterson, 2002). Indeed, these
studies contradict the current diagnostic system, in which comorbidity is treated as if it
implies the existence of multiple, separate illnesses in a person.
One recently proposed approach for better accounting for the high rate of
comorbidity among emotional disorders, such as depression and anxiety disorders, is the
transdiagnostic perspective. This approach posits that higher-order dimensions such as
neuroticism (i.e., behavioral inhibition or trait negative affectivity) explains the shared
variance among many disorders (Brown & Barlow, 2009). As discussed, the high cooccurrence rate between anxiety and depressive disorders is notable, such that Brown et
al. (2001) found as high as 55% of subjects with one anxiety or depressive disorder met
diagnostic criteria for other anxiety or mood disorders; this percentage increased to 76%
when examining the lifetime prevalence. Furthermore, both anxiety and depression have
been linked to similar negative outcomes including increased rates of suicide attempts,
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greater symptom severity, poorer psychosocial functioning, and poorer treatment
outcomes (Bronisch & Wittchen, 1994; Brown et al., 1996).
Although much of the research on distress symptoms and negative affectivity
centers on anxiety and depression, anger has been gaining greater attention. Not only is
anger associated with both anxiety (Hawkins & Cougle, 2011) and depression (Judd et
al., 2013), anger has predicted similar aversive outcomes as anxiety and depression, such
as increased risk for suicidal ideation and behavior, greater symptom severity, and
increased vulnerability to psychosocial dysfunction (Baron et al., 2007; Hawkins et al.,
2014; Jakupcak et al., 2007). However, research on anxiety and depression has rarely
incorporated anger, but it may be beneficial for researchers to incorporate anger in
transdiagnostic research on distress.
Individuals who seek psychological treatment for anxiety, depression, or anger
have some form of higher order factor(s) accounting for anxiety, depression, and anger.
For example, MDD and GAD share diagnostic criteria including negative affectivity,
sleep disturbance, fatigue, restlessness or agitation, and difficulty with concentration.
Brown and Barlow (2009) argue that this factor is neuroticism or behavioral inhibition;
Johnson et al. (2013) propose emotion-reactive impulsivity as the underlying factor;
Clark and Watson (1991) posit negative affectivity is the common factor. Consideration
of the extant empirical literature points to emotional dysregulation as the crux of
psychopathology maintenance (Boswell, 2016; Cole et al., 2008; Mennin et al., 2005;
Sloan et al., 2017). Treatments such as the Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic
Treatment of Emotional Disorders have been effective in reducing anxiety, depression,
and anger symptoms (Barlow et al., 2017; Cassiello-Robbins et al. 2018; Farchione et al.,
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2012) by targeting emotional dysregulation in general. Ultimately, the vast range of
disorders characterized by anxiety, depression, or anger are encompassed by difficulties
with emotional regulation and this is supported by a range of conceptual models. Thus, it
is imperative for the field of psychology to shift towards a more transdiagnostic
understanding of psychopathology to more effectively treat patients and target underlying
pathology.
In addition to the high co-occurrence rate of anxiety, depressive, and anger-based
disorders, many cases that do not fit neatly within the DSM-5 discrete diagnostic
categories fall under “not otherwise specified” diagnoses, which are the most common
diagnoses in clinical populations (Widiger & Edmundson, 2011). Furthermore, these
discrete categories encourage clinicians to focus on whether or not an individual meets
diagnostic criteria and researchers to ignore subclinical levels of symptoms, which
glosses over the impact that lower intensity, momentary/fleeting, or short episodes of
psychological distress have on wellbeing. Anxiety, depression, and anger are distinct, but
overlapping forms of psychological distress, each associated with resulting negative
outcomes even at subclinical levels (Barrett et al., 2013; Sartorius et al., 1996; Spira et
al., 2008); researchers have begun to examine them as dimensional factors, allowing for a
more nuanced and deeper understanding of how these emotions play out in the trajectory
of wellbeing.
In summary, empirical data points to emotional distress or dysregulation as an
underlying shared dimension of psychological distress as evidenced by the high cooccurrence rate of anxiety, depression, and anger symptoms in personality, mood,
anxiety, and impulse disorders, as well as the similarities in aversive outcomes. Further,
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these symptoms cause impairment at both clinical and subclinical levels. However,
research is warranted to examine these symptoms in daily life, to further understand
within-person variability of these dimensional forms of distress. Moreover, because
humans are social creatures, emotional responses do not exist in a vacuum, but often take
place in interpersonal contexts (Horowitz, 2004), suggesting the need to consider
interpersonal contexts for these symptom dimensions.
The Interpersonal Situation
Emotions are highly dependent on interpersonal contexts or situations, which
means that much of our stressors are interpersonal. The interpersonal situation is defined
as “the experience of a pattern of relating self with other associated with varying levels of
anxiety (or security) in which learning takes place that influences the development of
self-concept and social behavior” (Pincus & Ansell, 2003, p. 210). This idea is based on
interpersonal theory (Sullivan, 1953), which postulates that individuals engage in social
interactions with the (typically) mutual goal of satisfying biological needs (e.g., food,
safety, shelter) and security (e.g., self-esteem, functioning without anxiety). In particular,
the goal of security underscores the importance of fulfilling one’s fundamental
interpersonal needs for agency (i.e., status, power, dominance, assertion, or significance)
and communion (i.e., belonging, affiliation, connection; Horowitz et al., 2006).
Interpersonal situations that fulfill this goal of security, such as through social support,
self-efficacy, or self-esteem, have been demonstrated to positively predict wellbeing
(Karademas, 2006; Paradise & Kernis, 2002; Thoits, 1985). This process of interrelating
begins at birth, shifting and reshaping throughout the life span, to form complex concepts
of between-person dynamics or behaviors (e.g., social etiquette, companionship,
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empathy, gender roles) and self-concept, which are reinforced (both positively and
negatively) through the sense of security or anxiety felt during interpersonal experiences.
Interpersonal Circumplex Model
Research on the impact of interpersonal situations led to the development of the
IPC model. The IPC is a geometric model used to conceptualize individual differences in
interpersonal functioning (Gurtman, 2009; Wiggins, 1996). This model purposes two
orthogonal axes (agency and communion) that inform an individual's self-concept and
how they relate to others. Along the agency dimension, high agency involves dominant,
assertive, or powerful behavior, whereas low agency is reflected in yielding, submission,
or passivity. On the communion dimension, high communion entails affiliation, warmth,
friendliness, and social proximity, while low communion involves coldness or
maintaining social distance. Individual behavior may be seen as simply high or low on
one dimension, but neutral on the second dimension (e.g., pure dominance that is neither
warm nor cold). At other times, a combination of these two dimensions may appear (e.g.,
warm-submissive). Indeed, Cohrs et al. (2012) found that individuals tend to evaluate and
categorize others on two dimensions, warmth and competence, which map on to the IPC
domains of agency and communion.
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Figure 1. The interpersonal circumplex.

Aversive Psychosocial Situations
In interpersonal situations or interactions, many types of social behavior may be
aversive and elicit distress. However, on average, particular classes of interpersonal
behavior may generally elicit more distress than others. Specifically, behavior that is both
extremely cold (rather than affiliative) and extremely agentic or dominant (rather than
yielding) may cause the most pronounced negative emotions for others. Interpersonal
theory posits universal human needs for both agency and communion, although
individuals may vary on their relative importance (Horowitz, 2004). Therefore,
experiencing others’ behavior toward the self as cold-dominant may thwart both of these
important needs during the interpersonal situation. Furthermore, the theory of
interpersonal complementarity supports this idea. Complementarity is the principles that
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in social situations, affiliation invites similar levels of affiliation, whereas dominance
invites submission and vice versa (Carson, 1969). Thus, another’s dominance behavior
would evoke submissiveness (which can limit self-efficacy and self-esteem), and
another’s cold or quarrelsome behavior clashes with the goal of anxiety-free, secure
relationships and social connection.
The idea that cold and dominant behaviors are particularly aversive to others is
supported by studies on both intrapersonal and interpersonal reactions to various forms of
cold-dominant behavior. For instance, researchers have examined the Dark Triad of
personality (narcissism [excessive grandiosity, entitlement, and self-admiration],
Machiavellianism [manipulativeness], and psychopathy [lack of empathy]), which are
often considered highly aversive traits, in relation to the interpersonal circumplex; these
traits may map onto the cold-dominant (psychopathy and Machiavellianism) and
dominant (narcissism) sections of the interpersonal circumplex (Jones & Paulhus, 2011;
Rauthmann & Kolar, 2013). Furthermore, perceptions of other's cold-dominant behavior
predicted distrust more than any other combination of agency and communion, which is
incongruent with the goal of security (Gurtman, 1992). Another example of colddominant behavior is bullying in the workplace, which has been linked to organizational
toxicity, feelings of apprehension when interacting with others, greater emotional
distress, and decreases in self-esteem (Lutgen-Sandvik & Arsht, 2014). Ethnic/racial
discrimination is another example of cold-dominant behavior; these experiences have
been perceived as harassing, exclusionary, and unfair, predicting psychological distress
(Broudy et al., 2007). Thus, one would expect experiencing others’ behaviors as cold-
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dominant to be particularly aversive, and thus likely to elicit distressing states such as
anxiety, depression, and anger in daily life.
Interpersonal situations are particularly important for understanding states of
emotional distress, as stressors are encountered daily and are often rooted in interpersonal
stressors. Cold-dominant social behavior is likely to elicit distress states such as anxiety,
depression symptoms, and anger in daily life. However, because individuals respond
differently to a given stressor, we might expect that some individuals react to colddominant behavior with greater distress than others. Thus, identifying those who respond
more aversively in daily life should be a primary goal of research. Pathological
personality traits (maladaptive variants of personality traits) represent one such factor that
may influence the differential emotional responses to interpersonal stressors. That is,
pathological personality traits may interact with interpersonal stressors to influence
emotional responses. In particular, the maladaptive forms of trait detachment and trait
antagonism are arguably the two most interpersonally oriented traits.
Pathological Variants of Personality Traits
Personality pathology represents another domain of psychopathology which has
been conceptualized as dimensional. A limitation of the current diagnostic system
surrounds the high comorbidity rates among personality disorders, which highlights the
importance of understanding personality dimensionally. Specifically, researchers have
demonstrated that individuals often meet diagnostic criteria for multiple personality
disorders (Clark, 2007; Lilienfeld et al., 1994; Livesley, 2003; Trull & Durrett, 2005),
suggesting that personality difficulties do not often fit neatly into the extant categories.
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Historically, the most widely studied model for normal personality traits is the
Five Factor Model (FFM; McCrae & Costa, 1987) which posits personality is determined
by five dimensional domains of personality: neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and openness to experiences. These traits assess the “normal” range of
individual differences in personality, rather than disorders per se, but nonetheless predict
both clinical and subclinical levels of anxiety, depression, and anger symptoms. For
example, high neuroticism is predictive of a wide range of psychiatric symptoms and
disorders including anger, MDD, GAD, and obsessive-compulsive disorder (Bienvenu et
al., 2004; Watson & Clark, 1984). Extraversion is negatively associated with suicide risk
(Brezo et al., 2006), and both subclinical and clinical levels of depression (Hill & KempWheeler, 1986; Hirschfeld et al., 1983). There is also an association between low
agreeableness and anger symptomology (Jensen-Campbell et al., 2007; Jovanović et al.,
2011; Martin et al., 1999). Consideration of the constellation of personality traits from a
dimensional perspective allows for a more global and precise understanding of how
aspects of personality function adaptively in certain situations and maladaptively in other
situations.
Beyond the normal range of personality, even the field of personality disorder
research has shifted towards understanding pathological personality as dimensional.
Factor analyses have yielded five core constructs characterized by maladaptive extremes
of personality. These include negative affectivity (clinically high variants of neuroticism
including anxiousness, emotional lability, and perseveration), detachment (maladaptive
low extraversion combined with suspiciousness, withdrawal, intimacy avoidance, and
anhedonia), antagonism (clinically low agreeableness mixed with manipulativeness,
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deceitfulness, hostility, callousness, and attention seeking), disinhibition (maladaptive
low conscientiousness including irresponsibility, impulsivity, and risk taking), and
psychoticism (pathologically high openness associated with unusual beliefs and
perceptual experiences; Gore & Widiger, 2013; Wright et al., 2012). These dimensions
reflect the key constructs of the Personality Inventory for Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders-Fifth Edition (PID-5; Krueger et al., 2012). Researchers
investigating the PID-5 traits demonstrated dysfunctional beliefs and general
interpersonal impairment related to these domains (Hopwood et al., 2013; Wright et al.,
2012). Shifting towards a dimensional model may aid in conceptualizing symptom
constellations more parsimoniously and reliably, moving away from stigmatizing
perceptions of personality disorders by locating adaptive and maladaptive traits on the
same dimensions, and clarifying the symptom overlap and boundaries between disorders.
Overall, every individual falls somewhere along the dimensions of traits in unique
combinations. However, specific pathological personality traits (maladaptive variants of
the FFM dimensions) or combination of these traits predict psychological dysfunction
and distress.
Maladaptive personality variants may include schemas about self and social
situations (Barnow et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2001; Nordahl et al., 2005), and therefore
bear relevance to interpersonal contexts. Detachment and antagonism, in particular, are
the most interpersonally orientated personality traits, whereas negative affectivity,
disinhibition, and psychoticism are considered intrapsychic traits (Ansell & Pincus, 2004;
De Raad & Perugini, 2002; Holden et al., 2015; Southard et al., 2015). Therefore,
attempts to understand how pathological personality traits predict affective responses to
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psychosocial stressors should incorporate detachment and antagonism as interpersonal
aspects of personality—the focus of the present study.
Pathological Trait Detachment
The dimension of detachment, representing the pathological variant of low
extraversion from the FFM, encompasses aspects of avoidance of interpersonal
interactions and restricted affective experience and expression (e.g., limitations in
hedonic capacity; Krueger & Markon, 2014). Subfacets of this dimension include
withdrawal, anhedonia, and intimacy avoidance (Krueger et al., 2012; Wright et al.,
2012), and they generally map onto cold or cold-submissive regions of the IPC (Southard
et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2012). Detachment and some of these subfacets have correlated
with negative outcomes such as psychopathy and depressive symptoms (Few et al., 2013;
Rappaport, Moskowitz, and D’Antono, 2014; Strickland et al., 2013). Additionally, the
cold-submissive region of the IPC has also been linked to anxiety (Wiggins & Broughton,
1991). Consequently, one might anticipate that trait detachment predicts both anxiety and
depression in daily interpersonal contexts, which requires examination. Pathological trait
detachment has been shown to be negatively associated with affiliative humor styles
(benign humor used to enhance relationships with others; Zeigler-Hill et al., 2016) and
positively associated with avoidance of social interactions (Southard et al., 2015).
Individuals with a detached personality style tend to feel uncomfortable around others,
view self as introverted and distant, and attempt to limit social interactions with others
(Southard et al., 2015). Furthermore, a detached personality style is linked to beliefs
reflecting a lack of interest in relationships, mistrust of others, and interpersonal
ambivalence (Hopwood et al., 2013). From an interpersonal theory standpoint,
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detachment is characterized by denial of the interpersonal goals of significance (status)
and belonging (love) towards both oneself and others. Consequently, social interactions
are unrewarding and may perpetuate a cycle of social avoidance.
Although detachment is rooted in the extraversion-introversion spectrum, the
additional subfacets detachment encompasses distinguish it from the FFM extraversion,
thus representing overlapping but non-redundant constructs. However, they share many
similarities with the FFM extraversion spectrum and have demonstrated a strong negative
association (r = -.47; Griffin & Samuel, 2014; Watson et al., 2013). Introversion is not
pathological, but nonetheless has been linked to several risk factors (e.g., loneliness,
maladaptive schemas; Saklofske & Yackulic, 1989; Thimm, 2010) and negative
psychological outcomes, including psychiatric morbidity, residual effects of anxiety, and
poorer prognosis for those with both unipolar and bipolar depression (Hamid, 2004;
Heerlein et al., 1998). Eysenck (1967) argued that those low in extraversion would
operate from the behavioral inhibition system, a regulation system rooted in avoidance
and movement away from unpleasant stimuli. Papousek et al. (2018) found that
individuals with high trait detachment tended to demonstrate greater activation of brain
systems associated with withdrawal/avoidance motivation. This avoidance system is
correlated with rejection sensitivity (Yanagisawa et al., 2011), which is rooted in
internalizing emotions such as anxiety, fear, and depression (Muris et al., 2005; PintoMeza et al., 2006). From this framework, pathological trait detachment is associated with
internalizing behaviors and disorders (e.g., social anxiety disorder, isolation, depression;
Kotov et al., 2010; Ruiz et al., 2008; Samuel & Widiger, 2008; Saulsman & Page, 2004;
Wright et al., 2015). Thus, we would expect it to predict anxiety and depression
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symptoms in particular in naturalistic social interactions in daily life, although this
remains unknown because most of the research has been cross-sectional.
Pathological Trait Antagonism
The antagonism trait dimension captures problematic low agreeableness, such as
putting oneself at odds with others (e.g., exaggerated sense of self-importance with
expectations for special treatment, callous antipathy, unawareness of other’s needs;
Krueger & Markon, 2014). Per the PID-5, antagonism includes subfacet scales of
manipulativeness, deceitfulness, and grandiosity (Krueger et al., 2012). Kuppens (2005)
found high antagonism was positively correlated with anger proneness. Researchers have
demonstrated that trait antagonism is associated with psychopathy, sharing facets of
coldness and callousness (Blackburn & Maybury, 1985; Jones & Paulhus, 2011; Salekin
et al., 2005; Strickland et al., 2013). Furthermore, trait antagonism is associated with a
desire to control others and problematic drug use (Few et al., 2013; Zeigler-Hill et al.,
2017). These findings are consistent with research indicating that antagonism reflects
pure dominance and cold-dominance on the IPC (Southard et al., 2015; Williams &
Simms, 2016; Wright et al., 2012). Research on highly dominant traits, such as trait
narcissism and psychopathy, has demonstrated less consistent, near-zero, or even
negative associations with depression and especially anxiety symptoms (Frick et al.,
1999; Lau et al., 2011; Lovelace & Gannon, 1999). One notable example of this is the
research by Sargeant and colleagues (2011) that found that psychopathic traits were
associated with distress tolerance. On the other hand, narcissism is associated with mixed
associations between anxiety and depression, which may reflect differential emotional
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responses based on type of narcissism (i.e., vulnerable narcissism versus grandiose
narcissism; Miller et al., 2007).
Individuals with clinical trait antagonism tend to perceive themselves as unkind
and unsympathetic and endorse beliefs reflecting an inflated view of self (as superior or
special compared to others) and concerns about being controlled by others (Hopwood et
al., 2013). From the interpersonal theory, trait antagonism is characterized by granting
significance (status) to self, but not belonging (love), while also denying these two
interpersonal goals to others. Consequently, trait antagonism has been associated with
increased externalizing behavioral problems (e.g., anger), poorer relationship quality, and
increased peer conflicts (Laursen & Richmond, 2014; Sleep et al., 2018). Thus, one might
expect antagonism to prospectively predict symptoms of anger in daily social contexts,
although this remains to be examined.
Extant research has thus conceptualized trait detachment and trait antagonism as
interpersonal aspects of personality dysfunction. Indeed, trait detachment corresponds
with cold-submissive behavior, whereas trait antagonism corresponds with cold-dominant
behavior. These pathological personality traits influence motivational styles, such that
detached individuals generally avoid/withdraw and antagonistic individuals tend to
approach (Papousek et al., 2018). Individuals who are detached may avoid social
interactions out of discomfort (anxiety) or feelings of anhedonia (depression), and those
with antagonistic styles may be more susceptible to anger, a motivating and approach
emotion. Given that humans are social beings, interpersonal stressors are inevitable, but
the extent to which they elicit these distress symptoms may interact with these
pathological personality traits, requiring further study.
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Moderating Role of Pathological Personality Traits
How an individual reacts emotionally to these interpersonal situations may be
governed in part by personality, which plays a role in the unique ways an individual
perceives and conceptualizes situations. For instance, a socially anxious (i.e., high
neuroticism) person who perceives his/her coworker’s work performance critiques as a
display of coldness or hostility will likely experience greater psychological distress than
an individual who has low neuroticism. The interpersonal situation goes hand in hand
with appraisal theory (Lazarus, 1991), which posits that emotions depend on one’s
evaluation or appraisal of events and the emotional response varies from person to
person. Appraisals of situations are dependent on personality traits (Gallagher, 1990;
Smith & Pope, 1992). Combined, these ideas echo interpersonal theory. If an individual
evaluates another’s social behavior as assertive and confident, the emotional response
might be positively valenced. On the other hand, if this individual evaluates another’s
behavior as demanding and pushy (too dominant or assertive), the response may be more
negatively valenced (e.g., anger, anxiety). Interpersonal theory posits that, over time,
personality shapes perceptions of social interactions and concomitant emotional
reactions; these reactions in social contexts, in turn, reinforce and maintain personality
traits. Given that detachment and antagonism comprise the two most interpersonally
focused pathological personality traits, they likely shape and inform how social situations
are perceived or interpreted. Thus, we might expect that these traits may moderate (e.g.,
amplify) the distress responses following interpersonal stressors.
Models Accounting for Personality Traits
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Several well-known models attempt to account for distress symptoms as a result
of factors of person (e.g., personality), situation (e.g., interpersonal situations), and their
interaction. One such model is the diathesis-stress model (Meehl, 1962) which theorizes
that psychological disorders and their trajectories are a result of the interaction between
predisposed vulnerabilities and stress caused by life experiences. Thus, when the
vulnerabilities and stressors interact and exceed a threshold, a psychological disorder may
result. Personality traits are one group of vulnerability factors that predict psychological
distress, and research has shown this personality-distress pathway is moderated by
maladaptive schemas about agency/dominance and communion/affiliation (e.g., mistrust,
social isolation, subjugation, self-esteem; Eberhart et al., 2011; Franck et al., 2016;
Swearer & Hymel, 2015). The accompanying schemas are not only a conceptual
framework in which information is organized, but also the basis for how situations are
perceived. Adaptive variants of personal traits, such as would be implied by low
detachment and low antagonism, are likely to shape positive approach
schemas/cognitions (e.g., “others will support me”; “if I need help, I only have to ask”),
constituting protective factors that may confer resilience in aversive interpersonal
interactions. In contrast, high levels of detachment and antagonism are associated with
maladaptive schemas (e.g., “others will take advantage of me if I’m too nice,” “I cannot
trust others because they will hurt me,” “I have to be better than others”; Sava, 2009), and
thus, when others display cold-dominant behaviors that might threaten agency and
communion; such individuals may be particularly sensitive to such threat perceptions and
subsequent distress. In any case, the diathesis-stress model implies that pathological
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personality traits related to interpersonal styles would predispose individuals to stronger
emotional reactions to interpersonal stressors.
Another model that accounts for both the interpersonal and intrapersonal aspects
of personality is the cognitive-affective personality system (CAPS; Mischel & Shoda,
1995), which posits that behavior is a result of characteristic patterns of response to
perceptions of specific situation, rather than the result of a global personality trait. In fact,
the CAPS model suggests that personality is stable or consistent not in behavior (because
behavior fluctuates from moment to moment), but rather in the cognitive-affective links
in one’s mind. The CAPS model follows the framework of if… then…for situationresponse (behavior or affect) link. Specifically, if an individual perceives a situation as A,
then affective or behavioral result X will occur; but if situation B is perceived, then the
individual will respond with Y. For instance, an individual who trends toward anger does
not likely exhibit anger in every situation; rather, if the person perceives a situation as
involving disrespect or thwarting agentic goals, then she or he will characteristically and
predictably respond with anger or aggression. This pattern of stable variability across
situations is described as a behavioral signature of one’s personality. Additionally, there
are five cognitive-affective units of personality, which are the aspects of individuals that
allow for stable interaction with the environment, influencing the situation-response
relationship. This includes encoding strategies (categorization of stimuli), beliefs and
expectations (i.e., about consequences of behavioral responses), goals and values,
affective responses (feelings and emotions linked to physiological responses), and
competencies and self-regulatory strategies. Overall, however, the CAPS model
emphasizes that understanding individuals and personality differences requires examining
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how different individuals display unique characteristic reactions to the same classes of
situational stimuli (e.g., extent to which one might respond to cold-dominance with
anger), and that such differences in situational reactions are explained by and constitute
personality differences.
Fournier, Moskowitz, and Zuroff (2008) investigated how interpersonal
dispositions (behavior of an individual across the mean level) and signatures
(organization of behavior of an individual around the mean level) mapped onto the IPC;
they found stability in both the interpersonal dispositions and signatures, even after
accounting for situational factors. Furthermore, they found that individual dispositions
and signatures generally aligned with the agency and communion dimensions, lending
further support to the IPC model and norms of complementarity. These researchers also
found some variance in behavior deviating from the IPC model. One proposed possibility
for this phenomenon is differences in the cognitive-affective units of beliefs and
competencies. For example, an individual may have a belief that establishing a high level
of agency requires them to be quarrelsome (i.e., a cold behavior), and thus their sense of
agency is linked to coldness in their interpersonal schema. Similarly, some individuals
may not have the interpersonal skills/competence to maintain affiliation without engaging
in submissive behaviors, and therefore confound affiliation with submissiveness in their
behavior. Goals and values may also play a role in how one navigates interpersonal
situations, such that the desire to achieve a goal may require an individual to behave
dominantly even in a situation where submissiveness is expected. At any rate, Fournier et
al.’s (2008) work integrating the CAPS model with IPC dimensions of agency and
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communion provides further reason to examine the relevance of interpersonal traits of
detachment and antagonism to affective reactions to interpersonal situations.
Detachment as a Moderator
Both the diathesis-stress model and CAPS model highlight the importance of
interpersonal personality traits on the interpersonal situation-response relationship. In
particular, the focus of this study is on distress reactions to perceived cold-dominant
behavior, and how distress is likely amplified in individuals high in detachment and
antagonism. Given the idea that cold-dominant behaviors are particularly aversive, they
are likely to predict higher distress (anxiety, depression, and anger) in general, on
average. Pathological levels of detachment in particular may function as a moderator in
that relationship. One possibility is that high levels of detachment will amplify the effects
of perceiving greater cold-dominance in others’ behavior on all forms of distress
(anxiety, depression, anger). However, Papousek et al. (2018) found those with detached
personality styles are likely to respond via avoidance motivations, as indicated by greater
activation in the right frontal brain region, which has historically been associated with the
behavioral inhibition/avoidance system (Rutherford & Lindell, 2011; Sobotka et al.,
1992). Furthermore, research on pathological detachment has been linked to internalizing
symptoms (i.e., anxiety and depression), rather than externalizing symptoms (i.e., anger;
Sleep et al., 2018). This would suggest that trait detachment is likely to amplify the
effects of cold-dominant stressors on anxiety and depression symptoms in particular.
Several reasons suggest that those high in detachment will have stronger
depression and anxiety responses for cold-dominant situations. In the IPC model, high
detachment is a cold-submissive trait, which maps onto feelings of anxiety and
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depression, revealing the role of trait detachment on internalizing symptomology
(Pearson et al., 2010; Russell et al., 2011). From the diathesis-stress model
conceptualization, trait detachment is a vulnerability factor for anxiety and depression. In
cross-sectional data, Wright et al. (2012) found that detachment was correlated strongly
with depressivity (r = 0.54) and moderately with anxiousness (r = 0.29), but only weakly
with hostility (r = 0.21). Thus, I anticipate that detachment will amplify effects of
depression and anxiety, but not anger. These cold-dominance situations, which already
generate feelings of distress, in conjunction with the vulnerability factors would likely
magnify feelings and anxiety and depression.
Another explanation may come from the CAPS model, such that high-detachment
individuals may possess an if… then… behavioral signature in which encountering
perceived cold-dominant behavior results in higher situational anxiety and depression,
consistent with research findings by Rappaport et al. (2014). One example of this comes
from the literature on avoidant personality disorder, which is strongly correlated with
detachment (Reichborn-Kjennerud et al., 2017). Research in the avoidant personality
disorder literature supports the if… then… situation-personality relationship on
depression. For example, Bowles et al. (2013) conducted an experiment in which
individuals with avoidant features, borderline features, or no personality disorder features
were put in supportive versus non-supportive (e.g., criticism) situations. They found that
in situations simulating criticism messages, those with avoidant features, but not the other
groups, felt more negatively about themselves, which may correspond to feelings of
depression or anxiety, when compared to those receiving supportive messages. In other
words, impact of trait detachment results in differing emotional reactions and intensity
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based on the situational factors. However, there is a gap in literature about trait
detachment influencing situation on feelings of anxiety. It is important to note that
anxiety has been linked more closely to the dimension of negative affectivity than to
detachment, but examination of the literature on PID-5 detachment and FFM neuroticism
(linked to anxiety) indicate a significant effect size of 0.28 (Góngora & Castro Solano,
2017) between these variables, which warrants examination of detachment as a
moderator.
Antagonism as a Moderator
In the same vein, pathological trait antagonism likely moderates the relationship
between perceived cold-dominant behavior and psychological distress. When considering
high trait antagonism from an evolutionary perspective, high antagonism may allow for
greater goal attainment (e.g., food, protection, safety). However, when this motive is
challenged, such as when cold-dominant behavior is perceived, it may be experienced as
a threat to one’s social position or as blocking resources and future goal attainment. This
may result in greater feelings of anger, which is a motivating and approach-oriented
emotion (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; Rutherford & Lindell, 2011; Yan & Dillard,
2010), than in those who are more agreeable. From the IPC model framework,
antagonism is considered a high dominance trait, often linked to anger, which invites
others’ submissiveness. Similarly, this allows for goals of biological needs and selfesteem needs to be achieved. Indeed, Kuppens (2005) found that high antagonism
correlated positively with anger proneness. To a person high on the cold-dominant trait of
antagonism, others’ cold-dominant would likely fail to complement their own agentic
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goals, threatening their own sense of self and thereby evoking anger as an energizing,
approach-oriented emotion motivating efforts to re-establish one’s agency.
Conceptualization of this interaction between personality, interpersonal stressors,
and distress from the diathesis-stress model would point to trait pathological antagonism
as a vulnerability factor to greater distress, specifically feelings of anger in particular (r =
0.42 with hostility; Wright et al., 2012). Other emotions linked to distress (i.e., anxiety
and depression) load more strongly onto trait negative affectivity (r = 0.65 with the
anxiousness facet of the PID-5, which is similar to, but not identical with generic anxiety
symptoms) and detachment (r = 0.54 with the depressivity facet of the PID-5, which is
similar to, but not identical with generic depression symptoms) than to antagonism (r =
0.04 with anxiousness and r = -0.01 with depressivity; Wright et al., 2012). Thus, I
anticipate antagonism will amplify effects of situational stress on anger, but not anxiety
or depression.
The CAPS model might also explain the impact of high antagonism on this
relationship. For example, trait antagonism has been strongly correlated with narcissism
(r = 0.64; Hopwood et al., 2012) and researchers have demonstrated that individuals with
trait narcissism demonstrate greater anger in situations where they receive negative
feedback or are provoked, which pose a threat to their ego (Barry et al., 2006; Reidy et
al., 2010). Given that narcissism is a dominant trait, the study lends support to the
hypothesis that in interpersonally threatening situations, trait dominance moderates the
experience and intensity of anger. Taken all together, these models and theories provide
possibilities for why detachment and antagonism traits may amplify certain emotions in
perceived uncomfortable situations of cold-dominance.
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Multilevel Modeling to Predict Psychological Distress
In order to examine these moderations and delve deeper into understanding the
differences between individuals in how they respond affectively to interpersonal
situations, it is important for data to be collected naturalistically and in multiple contexts.
A plethora of research supports individual response differences to aversive situations, as
influenced by personality, mood, and interpretation of events (Barrett & Pietromonaco,
1997; Howes & Hokanson; 1979; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1991; Wenze et al., 2009). To
properly study individuals in daily life, statistical models must account for betweensubject differences in psychological distress and particularly in response to stressors.
Some individuals will be more prone to experiencing anger in interpersonal situations
than others, and other individuals may react with greater anxiety or depression. From a
statistical framework, there will likely be individual differences in average levels of daily
symptoms (intercepts) as well as individual differences in situation-symptom
relationships (slopes), which highlights the need to use nested data and analyze the data
through multilevel modeling (MLM). MLM is a statistical approach that allows for
testing random effects (e.g., variance) in both participants’ average levels of a given
construct, as well as in within-person relationships between constructs and has been used
to examine diary study data (Nezlek, 2012). For example, MLM permits testing whether
individuals vary in their levels of anger, as well as in the slope of the relationship
between perceived cold-dominance and anger.
Additionally, it is expected that there will be intrapersonal variation in data, which
requires a repeated-measures or prospective design as well as an emphasis on
understanding variability over time within each person. Research has shown that across
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social interactions, manifestations of personality traits are generally stable, but also
demonstrate stable patterns of variation similar to behavioral signatures (Mehl &
Pennebaker, 2003; Wright & Simms, 2016). These differential responses may be due to a
variety of factors such as poor sleep, hunger, illness, ongoing interpersonal issues,
psychiatric disorders, and more. One hallmark example of this variability is in individuals
diagnosed with borderline personality disorder and emotional lability. The extant
research indicates that individuals with borderline personality disorder have markedly
shifting anger and anxiety responses at different time points as well as fluctuations
around the IPC (Côté et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2007; Schoenleber et al., 2016).
Regardless of the specific factors, many of these are risk factors for negative emotional
outcomes which highlight the importance of capturing real-life, in-the-moment
experiences. In other words, diary methods or ecological momentary assessments may
allow for a more externally valid way to evaluate and capture the nuances of
interpersonal stressors on emotional responses in the flow of daily life, both within and
between subjects. MLM provides a means to use individual differences such as
pathological traits as a higher-level variable to moderate lower-level within-person
relationships between perceived cold-dominance and distress (i.e., “cross-level
interaction”).
The Present Study and Hypotheses
The extant literature on pathological interpersonal traits of detachment and
antagonism as risk factors for distress symptoms has largely relied on cross-sectional
designs, neglecting prospective prediction of symptoms as well as personality-situation
interactions. Given the impact of interpersonal stressors on negative outcomes of anxiety,
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depression, and anger, even at subclinical levels, as well as the relevance of personality to
distress, further research is warranted to examine personality-stressor relationships in
daily life. The current study aims to examine the unique impact of trait detachment and
trait antagonism on multiple forms of distress (anxiety, depression, and anger)
experienced in response to these interpersonal stressors. This study focuses on the effect
of perceived cold-dominance behavior in social interactions, which is arguably the most
aversive quadrant of the IPC. This study aims to examine pathological traits, colddominant stressors, and their interaction in predicting multiple forms of distress (anxiety,
depression, and anger) in daily life. Furthermore, research on the CAPS model supports
the idea of behavioral signatures and differences in how personality traits present in
different social contexts, which highlights the importance of using real-time, naturalistic
methodology to capture the variance in day-to-day interactions and repeated measures to
examine the fluctuations over time. The present study involved a baseline assessment of
personality traits followed by diary reports of specific interpersonal stressors three times
weekly for four to five weeks.
Hypotheses of Present Study
Hypothesis 1a
Given interpersonal theory’s assumption of relatively universal general motives
for agency and communion (Horowitz et al. 2006), I expect that perceptions of others’
behavior in specific interactions as cold-dominant will predict negative emotional
responses. Specifically, I hypothesized a main effect of perceived cold-dominance
behavior on anxiety, depression, and anger. I expected this relationship even after
controlling for gender, which has been associated with differentiated emotional and
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behavioral responses (APA, 2013; Ross & Mirowsky, 2008). For instance, Fischer,
Rodriguez Mosquera, van Vianen, and Manstead (2004) examined gender differences in
a cross-cultural sample and found that in Western respondents, gender and social roles
impacted frequency of antagonistic expression. Specifically, they found that Western
women in higher status and/or social positions tended to report increased antagonism.
Additionally, past research has indicated that men tend to cope with psychosocial
stressors different than women (Matud, 2004). Similarly, Romero and Alonso (2019)
found that women tended to score lower on trait antagonism. On the other hand, it is
important to note that in the past few decades, there have been significant gender role
changes, which also encompasses expectations and norms around emotional expression,
resulting in diminished gender effect (especially in university student samples; Felsten,
1998; Lengua & Stormshak, 2000; Stern et al., 1993). Given the contradictory findings
on gender effects, I plan to run analyses that both include and exclude gender as a
covariate to compare the effects.
Hypothesis 1b
In addition to this, I hypothesized that the magnitude of these positive
relationships between perceived cold-dominant behavior and psychological distress
(anxiety, depression, and anger) will vary significantly between subjects (random slopes).
Thus, some individuals may experience greater activation of distress than others.
Hypothesis 2a
I predicted a main effect of personality traits on psychological distress.
Specifically, I anticipated that higher levels of detachment will prospectively, positively
predict the internalizing emotions of anxiety and depression.
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Hypothesis 2b
In the same vein, I predicted that higher levels of antagonism will positively
predict subsequent anger, which is a motivating, agentic, and approach-oriented emotion
associated with hostility and aggression (Ramirez & Andreu, 2006). Effects of these traits
on other distress variables were considered exploratory.
Hypothesis 3a
Next, I predicted that the relationship between interpersonal stressors and
psychological distress will be moderated by personality traits. I hypothesized that
detachment will amplify the positive effects of perceived cold-dominance in others’
behavior on anxiety and depression.

Figure 2. Proposed model diagram of the effect of psychosocial stressor on anxiety and
depression symptoms depending on trait detachment.

Hypothesis 3b
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Similarly, I anticipated that higher antagonism will amplify positive effects of
perceived cold-dominant situations on anger.

Figure 3. Proposed model diagram of the effect of psychosocial stressor on anger
symptoms depending on trait antagonism.

I hoped to extend the literature on negative emotions in daily life as well as
pathological traits, by utilizing a naturalistic, externally valid methodology to clarify the
relationship between perceptions of cold-dominance behaviors and the resulting
emotional consequences in a prospective study. It was my hope that this study will shed
light on how pathological personality traits serve as risk factors for downstream distress
states, which may have implications for clinicians working with those high in such traits.
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CHAPTER II
Method
Sample and Procedure
Participants
Participants included 155 undergraduate college students (76.3% identified as
female) recruited through the research subject pool at Seattle Pacific University. Students
participated for course credit. Given expected attrition in longitudinal studies, I only
included students who completed a minimum of three daily surveys. Participants ranged
in age from 18-31 years (M = 19.52, SD = 2.07) and were ethnically diverse (selfidentifying as 51.28% White, 21.79% Asian American or Pacific Islander, 10.26%
Latina/o, 9.62% Multiracial, 3.85% African American/Black, 2.56% Other, and 0.64%
Middle Eastern). This study was part of a larger study on prospective effects of social
stressors on strengths and cortisol, and there were no notable differences in the sample
demographics.
Procedure
Prior to data collection, this study was approved by the SPU Institutional Review
Board and adhered to the ethical standards of both the institution and APA. Participants
were exposed to minimal risk, such that participants were notified that they might
experience some psychological discomfort when answering personal questions.
This study was divided into two phases and is part of a larger investigation on
stress and vulnerabilities in daily life. Following recruitment procedures, students
interested in participating were directed to a consent form and online baseline survey.
First, for the baseline survey, participants were asked to answer an online questionnaire
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through Qualtrics with items assessing trait detachment and trait antagonism. Second,
upon completion of the baseline measures, participants were instructed to complete 15
brief, online repeated measures surveys through Qualtrics over the course of five weeks,
which included items on psychosocial stressors and psychological distress in the context
of daily stressors. Participants were asked to describe their worst interpersonal stressor in
the past 2-3 days, followed by ratings of their perceptions of the situation and
psychological distress in the situation (i.e., anxiety, depression, and anger). If participants
did not complete one of the brief surveys, then they received an email reminder the next
day to prompt them to complete the brief survey. Each brief survey took approximately
five minutes to complete.
Measures
Interpersonal Situation/Stressor
To evaluate the type of perceived interpersonal situation, participants completed a
self-developed set of items for the experience sampling. These items began with an
operationalized definition for a social interaction: “We're defining a social interaction as
one in which you change your behavior in response to another person, and which lasts at
least 5 minutes (This can include texting or phone conversations),” which was originally
developed for studying daily social interactions by Wheeler and Nezlek (1977).
Participants were asked to describe the most “stressful, disappointing, or annoying social
interaction” that occurred within the past two to three days. Participants were provided
examples of social interactions (e.g., interaction with a professor). These items included
items that assess perceptions of the others’ behavior as excessively high in perceived
agency (i.e., "Someone was being bossing me around or being controlling”) and low in
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perceived communion (i.e., “Someone was being quarrelsome, cold, or uncooperative”).
Participants rated these items for the aforementioned social interaction on a graphic rating
scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (extremely). These items were developed based on
another study utilizing single-items to quantify agentic and communal perceptions (Scott
et al., 2017) and indicate the extent to which participants perceive these aspects in social
interactions, allowing for examination of both within and between variability. I averaged
the two items to provide a measure of cold-dominant perceptions. Participants responded
to these prompts three times a week, for a total of approximately 15 responses per
participant. Reliability estimates for the current sample was 0.85, based on formulas for
calculating reliability in multilevel modeling contexts (Cranford et al., 2006).
Psychological Distress
In addition to the interpersonal stressor, participants rated items related to
psychological distress for each stressor diary entry. Specifically, items assessing
psychological distress were yolked to the psychosocial stressor described by the
participant within the last 2-3 days (event contingent reporting). They were instructed to
describe how they felt during the social interaction by completing items measuring
anxious mood (“on edge,” “anxious,” and “nervous”), depressed mood (“sad,”
“discouraged,” and “hopeless”), and angry mood (“angry,” “annoyed,” and “resentful”)
from the Profile of Mood States (POMS; Lorr & McNair, 1971). These items have been
used in past experience sampling studies (Shrout et al., 2006). Participants rated items on
a 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely) scale. In order to measure anxiety, depression, and anger
separately, items in each affective category were averaged. Given that the daily affective
scores are nested data to examine within-subjects variance, separate scores for anxiety,
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depression, and anger per day were used. Responses to POMS items were reliable and
internally consistent in past studies using similar samples (Cranford et al., 2006; FullerTyszkiewicz et al., 2017; Gawrysiak et al., 2016) as well as in the present study;
specifically, the reliability estimate was 0.92 for anxiety, 0.88 for depression, and 0.91
for anger.
Pathological Personality Traits
The Personality Inventory for DSM-5 – Brief Form – Adult (PID-5-BF; Krueger
et al., 2013) is a 25-item self-report questionnaire that was designed to screen for the
presence and severity of maladaptive personality traits in an individual proposed in the
alternative model of the DSM-5 (APA, 2013), which was divided into five trait domains
(each containing five items): negative affect, detachment, antagonism, disinhibition, and
psychoticism. The PID-5-BF is a condensed version of the original 220-item Personality
Inventory for DSM-5 (PID-5; Krueger et al., 2013). The instructions for the PID-5-BF
asks respondents to indicate the extent to which the statement describes the respondent’s
personality on a 4-point Likert scale. The response categories are very false or often false
(0), sometimes or somewhat false (1), sometimes or somewhat true (2), and very true or
often true (3). Sample detachment items include “I’m not interested in making friends.”
Sample antagonism items include “It’s no big deal if I hurt other peoples’ feelings.”
Specific trait domain scores are calculated by summing all five items within a given
domain. Trait domain scores range from 0 to 15, with higher scores signaling greater
dysfunction in the specific personality trait domain. Additionally, each trait domain score
was averaged to produce a score ranging from 0 to 5 indicating personality dysfunction
relative to the observed norms.
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The PID-5-BF has shown acceptable psychometric properties, including internal
consistency, model fit based on the FFM through confirmatory factor analysis, and testretest validity (r ranging from .78 to .97; Anderson et al., 2016; Fossati et al., 2017).
Furthermore, the PID-5-BF has demonstrated good convergent and discriminant validity
(Fossati et al., 2017; Porcerelli et al., 2018). For example, the PID-5-BF domains are
highly correlated with the expected Personality Psychopathology Five (PSY-5; Harkness
et al., 1995) scales, demonstrating convergent validity (Fossati et al., 2017). Additionally,
Bach et al. (2016) found correlational profiles of the brief and short forms of the PID-5 to
be comparable to the original 220-item version. In this sample, the internal consistency
for trait detachment was .68, and for trait antagonism it was .64.
Sample Size, Power, and Precision
Due to the nature of the nested data, whether or not a lower-level relationship
(e.g., within-subject) is dependent on a higher-level (e.g., between subjects) factor
(known as cross-level interaction effect) needs to be considered (Aguinis et al., 2013). In
order to account for the cross-level interaction effect, Aguinis et al. (2013) advocate the
use of multilevel modeling approaches for data analyses. Research on this subject has
demonstrated the statistical power accounting for cross-level interaction effects is
dependent on the magnitude of the cross-level interaction effect (operationalized as the
coefficient associated with the product term between Level 1 and Level 2 predictors), the
variance of Level 1 slopes across Level 2 units, and the sample sizes of Level 1 and Level
2 units (Mathieu et al., 2012). Based upon the extant literature on the effect sizes of
interpersonal stressors on distress (ranging from 0.23 to 0.35; Bancila et al., 2006;
Connor-Smith & Compas, 2002; Lin & Yusoff, 2013), I expected a moderate effect size
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of 0.30 for main effects of predictors (perceived cold-dominance, antagonism, and
detachment) on distress variables. Mathieu et al. (2012) suggest a 3:2 ratio for Level 1
sample size versus Level 2 sample size, and the ratio in this study exceeds this target
(1918 to 155; approximate ratio of 12:1). Moreover, sensitivity analysis based on
simulations (Arend & Schäfer, 2019) suggested that assuming moderate intraclass
correlations, with over 150 participants and approximately 12 records per person,
analyses would be able to detect standardized Level 1 effects of about .10 or greater,
Level 2 effects of .26 or greater, and cross-level interactions of .30 or greater.
Planned Analyses
For data analyses, I planned to conduct preliminary data screening for
missingness and assumptions (e.g., normality, homoscedasticity). Participants who had
fewer than three repeated measure points were to be excluded a priori from the dataset.
Repeated measures variables (e.g., interpersonal situation/stressor and psychological
distress) were entered as Level 1 variables (nested within-person variables), whereas the
personality traits of detachment and antagonism were entered as Level 2 variables
(between-persons variables). For all analyses, I entered gender as a Level 2 covariate in
preliminary analyses and removed it if it did not substantially impact results. As
suggested by Aguinis et al. (2013), predictor and moderator variables were centered to
allow for ease of interpretation of results across all analyses. Trait detachment and trait
antagonism were grand-mean centered, thus allowing for results to be interpreted as
deviations away from sample average levels of each trait. The interpersonal situation (i.e.,
psychosocial stressor) were person-centered such that effects reflected more intense
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emotional outcomes associated with deviations above an individual’s average level of
perceived cold-dominance.
Given that my hypotheses were testing main effects and cross-level interactions, I
planned to test models with a main effect of perceived cold-dominant (interpersonal
stressor), main effect of personality train (either detachment or antagonism), and crosslevel interaction effect in each model through multilevel modeling (MLM) analysis via
SPSS software. Due to the nested nature of the variables, ordinary least squares
regression was not appropriate because the assumption of independent errors is violated.
Instead, MLM was be utilized as it is specifically used to analyze outcomes that vary at
more than one level, such as with repeated measures data that is nested (grouped). I
calculated maximum likelihood (ML) parameter estimates. I planned to examine the main
effect of perceived cold-dominance on anxiety, depression, and anger (hypothesis 1a).
Additionally, I modeled cross-level interaction effects of the between-subjects (i.e., trait
antagonism and trait detachment) variables predicting within-person associations (i.e.,
interpersonal stressor/situation and psychological distress).
These analyses produced fixed effects as well as random effects for intercepts and
slopes. I examined the main effects of trait antagonism and trait detachment, separately,
on anxiety, depression, and anger (hypotheses 2a and 2b). To test the cross-level
interaction effects, I investigated trait antagonism as a moderator on the relationship
between the interpersonal situation (i.e., perceived cold-dominance) and anger
(hypothesis 3a). I then tested the moderating effect of trait detachment as a moderator on
the relationship between the interpersonal situation and feelings of anxiety and
depression (hypothesis 3b).
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Given that my outcome variables (anxiety, depression, and anger) were likely to
share variance due to negative affect, I created two separate variables for each outcome.
The first set of variables consisted of the original, standard emotion outcomes (anxiety,
depression, and anger), whereas the second set of variables reflected the unique variance
of each emotion outcome variable after partialing out variance associated with other
distress outcomes (e.g., residualized anxiety removed variability due to depression and
anger). This produced residualized anxiety, residualized depression, and residualized
anger outcomes. Thus, MLM analyses were conducted twice: once with the original
outcomes and once with the residualized outcomes in order to provide more conservative
tests of specificity in terms of links of predicters to emotions, testing particular
hypotheses with greater precision.
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CHAPTER III
Results
Preliminary Analyses
Data pre-screening suggested minimal skewness and kurtosis for psychosocial
stressor, anxiety, depression, and anger (ranging from +/- 1). Skewness and kurtosis for
detachment and antagonism were within acceptable limits (+/- 1.5; see Tables 1 and 2 for
descriptive statistics and a correlation matrix for study variables). Given that the pattern
of results only varied for one analyses when including gender as a covariate, I reported
results without gender controlled and noted the results where gender significantly
influenced the model (only in model with antagonism and anger).

Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Bivariate Correlations for Standard Variables
Variable

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

—

1. They_C&D

24.88 27.21

2. Detachment

2.21

2.55

.12**

—

3. Antagonism

3.31

3.08

.05*

.35**

4. Anxiety

1.66

1.11

.20** .13** .13**

5. Depression

1.15

1.04

.25** .19** .17** .57**

—
—
—

6. Anger
1.46 1.11 .55** .17** .11** .32** .47** —
Note. They_C&D = Daily aggregate of perceived cold and dominant behavior in social
interactions; Detachment = Detachment subscale from the PID-5-BF; Antagonism =
Antagonism subscale from the PID-5-BF; Anxiety = POMS anxiety subscale; Depression
= POMS depression subscale; Anger = POMS anger subscale.
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Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations, and Bivariate Correlations for Residualized Variables
Variable

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

—

1. They_C&D

24.88 27.21

2. Detachment

2.21

2.55

.12**

—

3. Antagonism

3.31

3.08

.05*

.35**

—

4. Residual
Anxiety

.00

.92

.04

.02

.04

5. Residual
Depression

.00

.79

-.03

—

.09** .10** -.50**

—

6. Residual
Anger
.00
.98 .48** .10** .03 -.08** -.37* —
Note. They_C&D = Daily aggregate of perceived cold and dominant behavior in social
interactions; Detachment = Detachment subscale from the PID-5-BF; Antagonism =
Antagonism subscale from the PID-5-BF; Residual Anxiety = anxiety free from
depression and anger; Depression = depression free from anxiety and anger; Anger =
anger free from anxiety and depression.
As this study was longitudinal in nature, I expected attrition, and therefore the
data were analyzed for missingness. The original data set consisted of 159 cases. Two
cases were excluded because participants did not meet the age criteria and two cases were
excluded because participants did not complete at least three daily diaries. Overall, the
final sample consisted of 155 participants for the diary data. Participants completed an
average of 12.57 entries (SD = 3.50), with approximately 99% of the values in those data
being complete. A visual inspection of missing value patterns indicated the monotonic
pattern as described by Enders (2010), which is often associated with attrition of
longitudinal data.
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Additionally, given that nested data was used, thus violating the assumptions of
independent errors, analyses assumed autocorrelation (AR1 covariance structure), to
account for the higher correlation between repeated measures at times nearer each other.
Across all models with standard emotion outcomes, AR1 rho estimates were positive and
significant (supporting that covariance structure), although not when residualized
emotion outcomes were examined.
Lastly, preliminary analyses included testing random effects in unconditional (no
predictors) models to assure appropriate use of multilevel modeling. Across all standard
emotion outcomes, random intercepts and slopes were significant. Thus, subjects had
differing levels of anxiety, depression, and anger, and participants varied in the intensity
or magnitude of their relationship between perceived cold-dominance and their emotional
response. However, when testing models with residualized outcomes, random slopes and
intercepts were significant for residualized depression and anger, but not significant for
anxiety, perhaps due to the overly conservative nature of those models. Overall,
preliminary analyses suggested that multilevel modeling analyses were appropriate.
Hypotheses 1a and 1b: Main Effects of Cold-Dominant Behavior
To model all main effects and interactions simultaneously, MLM was used to test
hypotheses. First, I examined main effects of cold-dominance. As expected, across all
models tested with standard (i.e., nonresidualized) emotional outcomes, the main effect
of perceived cold-dominant behavior significantly predicted psychological distress
(anxiety, depression, and anger; see Tables 3 and 4), after accounting for effects of
pathological personality traits and interactions. Thus, when individuals perceived other’s
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behavior as more socially distant and controlling than their average perception during
stressors, feelings of anxiety, depression, and anger increased as well.
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Table 3
Parameter Estimates for Effects of Perceived Cold-Dominant Behavior and Detachment on Standard and Residualized
Outcomes
Outcome
Type

Predictors

Anxiety
B
(SE)

Standard

Cold-Dom

Detachment

Interaction

Resid

Cold-Dom

Detachment

Interaction

0.003

Depression

p

95%CI

0.020

[0.0004; 0.005]

(0.001)
0.199

0.054

[-0.003; 0.402]

0.807

[-0.003; 0.004]

0.468

[-0.003; 0.001]

(0.002)

[0.002; 0.006]

0.290

0.001

-0.002

0.719

[-0.120; 0.174]

0.134

0.001

[0.117; 0.463]

[-0.003; 0.003]

0.001
(0.002)

(SE)
0.017

p

95%CI

< 0.001

[0.0004; 0.005]

0.20

0.046

[0.015; 0.557]

0.944

[-0.004; 0.007]

0.468

[-0.003; 0.001]

0.776

[-0.225; 0.169]

0.826

[-0.005; 0.004]

(0.099)
0.631

[-0.003; 0.005]

-0.0001
(0.002)

0.033

[-0.004; -0.0002]

-0.001
(0.001)

0.012

[0.03; 0.24]

(0.052)
0.834

B

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.074)
-0.0003

0.002

(0.002)

(0.001)
0.027

0.004

95%CI

(0.087)

(0.002)

-0.001

(SE)

p

(0.001)

(0.103)
0.001

B

Anger

-0.03
(0.10)

0.506

[-0.002; 0.004]

-0.001
(0.002)

Note. Cold-Dom = Daily aggregate of perceived cold and dominant behavior in social interactions; Detachment = Detachment
subscale from the PID-5-BF; Interaction = Cross-level interaction effect of Cold-Dom and Detachment. Resid = residualized
distress outcomes (unique variance). Significant effects in bold font (p<.05). Given that gender was not significant in these
models, I reported the results without the gender covariate.
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Table 4
Parameter Estimates for Effects of Perceived Cold-Dominant Behavior and Antagonism on Standard and Residualized
Outcomes
Outcome
Type

Predictors

Anxiety
B
(SE)

Standard

Cold-Dom

Antagonism

Interaction

Gender

Resid

Cold-Dom

Antagonism

Interaction

Gender

0.003

Depression

p

95%CI

0.021

[0.0004; 0.005]

(0.001)
0.286

0.039

[0.015; 0.557]

0.609

[-0.004; 0.007]

---

---

0.776

[-0.225; 0.169]

0.826

[-0.005; 0.004]

---

< 0.001

[0.276; 0.728]

0.003

---

0.215

0.002

0.021

[0.0004; 0.005]

0.004

0.307

[-0.003; 0.008]

---

-----

0.017

p

95%CI

< 0.001

[0.149; 0.019]

0.503

< 0.001

[0.250; 0.756]

0.001

0.758

[-0.004; 0.006]

0.009

[0.094; 0.640]

0.017

[0.045; 0.453]

0.792

[-0.006; 0.004]

< 0.001

[0.149; 0.019]

0.036

[0.016; 0.460]

(0.003)
---

---

0.037
(0.138)

0.003

[0.077; 0.353]

0.249
(0.193)

0.341

[-0.002; 0.007]

-0.001
(0.002)

0.002

[0.001; 0.006]

(0.001)
---

(SE)

(0.128)

(0.002)

(0.001)
---

0.502

B

(0.001)

(0.07)

(0.002)
0.003

[0.001; 0.006]

---

(0.10)
-0.001

0.002

(0.003)

---

-0.028

0.004

95%CI

(0.114)

(0.003)
---

(SE)

p

(0.001)

(0.127)
0.001

B

Anger

0.017
(0.001)

---

---

0.238
(0.112)
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Note. Cold-Dom = Daily aggregate of perceived cold and dominant behavior in social interactions; Antagonism = Antagonism
subscale from the PID-5-BF; Interaction = Cross-level interaction effect of Cold-Dom and Antagonism. Resid = residualized
distress outcomes (unique variance). Significant effects in bold font (p<.05).
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Similar results were found when testing the main effect of perceived colddominant behavior on residualized anger, but not residualized depression and
residualized anxiety. Specifically, when predicting residualized anger, and after
controlling for detachment, gender, and cross-level interactions (i.e., between
interpersonal stressor and detachment), perceived cold-dominant behavior predicted
higher anger. In a separate model, when predicting residualized anger, and after
controlling for antagonism, gender, and cross-level interactions (i.e., between
interpersonal stressor and antagonism), perceived cold-dominant behavior also predicted
higher residualized anger. In a similar vein, as perceived cold-dominant behavior
increased, residualized depression decreased significantly, potentially suggesting a
suppression effect due to partialling out distress variance shared with anxiety and anger.
Those effects were consistent across models predicting residualized depression, even
after controlling for pathological personality traits (detachment and antagonism
separately), cross-level interactions, and gender, despite being contrary to hypotheses.
Testing the main effect of cold-dominant behavior on residualized anxiety yielded
nonsignificant results.
Hypothesis 2a: Detachment Main Effects
The main effects of detachment on standard (nonresidualized) anxiety,
depression, and anger varied depending on the model and outcome (see Table 3).
Consistent with my hypothesis, baseline levels of detachment prospectively predicted
higher levels of depression, as well as on anger, in the context of naturalistic stressors.
However, contrary to my hypothesis, detachment did not predict anxiety. When
examining the residualized outcomes, baseline detachment predicted only residualized
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depression, in a positive direction, consistent with the expectation of specificity in the
detachment-depression link.
Hypothesis 2b: Antagonism Main Effects
The main effects of antagonism across all standard emotion outcomes were
significant (see Table 4). Thus, higher trait antagonism prospectively predicter higher
downstream anxiety, depression, and anger in the context of naturalistic stressors. The
results for anger were consistent with hypotheses, but antagonism’s effect on anxiety and
depression were not hypothesized explicitly, although consistent with the idea of
antagonism as a risk factor for emotional distress in general. When examining the main
effects of antagonism on the residualized anger outcome, the results in this more
conservative model were consistent with my hypothesis of specificity in the antagonismanger relationship. Curiously, there was a negative main effect of antagonism on
residualized depression as well. Results indicated no main effect of antagonism on
residualized anxiety. Of note, the main effects of antagonism on anger were present, even
after controlling for gender, which was also significant (see Table 4).
Hypotheses 3a and 3b: Cross-Level Interactions
Lastly, contrary to hypotheses, cross-level interaction effects failed to reach
statistical significance. Neither detachment nor antagonism amplified effects of
perceived cold-dominance on distressing emotional states, whether across all standard
and residualized outcomes.
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CHAPTER IV
Discussion
The present study is among the first to examine PID-5 traits as prospective
predictors of downstream risk for distressing emotion. Results, in general, underscored
the importance of antagonism and detachment as dysfunctional personality traits that
increase such risk, but portray the particular situational stressors assessed in this study as
having powerful direct effects on distress rather than fitting a “person by situation”
interaction or diathesis-stress model.
Hypotheses 1a and 1b: Main Effects of Predictor on Outcomes
Across all standard emotion outcomes, perceived cold-dominant behavior
positively predicted an increase in anxiety, depression, and anger, even after controlling
for detachment, antagonism, and the interaction between interpersonal stressor and
personality traits. These results lend support to interpersonal theory, such that humans
have a universal need for significance (agency) and belonging (communion) and when
these needs are thwarted, there is a pronounced predictable negative affective experience
(Horowitz, 2004). Thus, even in brief interactions, individuals find interpersonal
situations they appraise as cold and dominant as consistently upsetting, in terms of all
types of distressing emotions assessed (anxiety, depression, and anger). Furthermore,
these results are consistent with the extant literature on perceived aversive personality
traits, reflective of the Dark Triad of personality, when conceptualized through the
interpersonal circumplex (Jones & Paulhus, 2011; Rauthmann & Kolar, 2013); social
characteristics in the cold-dominant region of interpersonal space tend to cause
substantial distress for others in the social context, regardless of whether the actor finds
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them distressing. This finding is also consistent with the idea that in situations where
cold-dominant behavior is perceived, people may experience a threat or decrease in selfesteem and interpersonal security (Gurtman, 1992), which lead greater emotional distress
(Lutgen-Sandvik & Arsht, 2014).
However, it is important to note that when emotion outcomes were parsed apart
from one another (controlling for shared negative affect), these cold-dominant
interpersonal stressors still predicted some residualized forms of distress, but in a
complex pattern. Even when accounting for transdiagnostic negative affect, colddominant perceptions uniquely predicted anger, as expected. This may reflect individuals
feeling indignant, disrespected, or affronted by these aversive situations. Most likely,
cold-dominant behavior clashes with the expected social norms of interaction, or that
these interactions take place in a larger group setting (i.e., more than two participants),
where cold-dominant behavior is seen as an attack on one’s in-group, thus facilitating
confrontational goals and emotions (i.e., anger).
Surprisingly, after partialing out shared negative affect and other forms of
distress, cold-dominant interactions predicted lower residualized depression, suggestive
of a potential suppression effect. Namely, cold-dominance strongly predicted higher
depression in general but the sign of this relationship flipped after removing variability
associated with other negative emotions. Because anger and anxiety are both negatively
valenced and characterized by high arousal/activation, controlling for them likely left
only more low-arousal forms of distress. The positive association suggests that perceived
cold-dominance, after controlling for high-arousal negativity, was in some ways pleasant
or acceptable to individuals. This might be consistent with the self-verification literature
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(Swann Jr, 2011), in which individual with depression or negative self-concepts prefer
negative feedback from others, despite unpleasant aspects, because it feels predictable
and understandable to them. Another possibility is that in perceived cold-dominant
interactions, individuals may engage in downward comparison toward the interaction
partner, which has been shown to decrease depressive symptomology (Gibbsons, 1986).
My findings regarding lack of effect of cold-dominance on residualized anxiety
were inconsistent with hypotheses and with Lutgen-Sandvik and Arsht’s (2014) findings
that individuals experienced apprehension when interacting with others in aversive
interpersonal situations. Indeed, across residualized models, cold-dominant situations did
not result in a predictable increase or decrease in anxiety, suggesting that much of the
effect of such situations on anxiety is due to broad negative affect in general. One the one
hand, this lends support to a transdiagnostic perspective that gives a prominent role to
negative affect across all distressing conditions and emotions. On the other hand, this
may suggest that these interactions do not hold enough social significance to be perceived
as a threat.
Overall, the results showed that even a few brief items about perceptions of
coldness and dominance in others robustly predicted distressing daily shifts in several
emotions. They also provided some evidence of hypothesized specificity in the link to
anger, but more research is warranted to replicate the unexpected link to lower
residualized depression.
Hypotheses 2a and 2b: Main Effects of Moderators on Outcomes
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In this study, I examined the maladaptive personality traits of detachment and
antagonism. Main effects of detachment on standard depression and anger outcomes were
found, even after controlling for gender and situational interpersonal stressor items.
With regard to main effects of detachment, previous research by Papousek and
colleagues (2018) indicated that trait detachment was linked to the withdrawal/avoidance
motivation system, which is further associated with symptoms of fear, anxiety, and
depression (Muris et al., 2005; Pinto-Meza et al., 2006). I anticipated that detachment
may be more closely associated with avoidance of social interactions due to anxiety and
anhedonia due to depression. Additionally, trait detachment may have operated through
rejection sensitivity to impact these outcomes; thus one would anticipate that detachment
would predict higher anxiety and depression. The finding that baseline detachment
prospectively predicted higher depression is consistent with that formulation. However,
contrary to expectations, detachment did not predict downstream anxiety.
One potential explanation for the discrepancy may pertain to theorized
mechanisms of detachment. Specifically, detachment may operate more from an
avoidance of intimacy (linked to depression) than avoidance of rejection (linked to
anxiety). Southard and colleagues (2015) noted that individuals with detached personality
styles tend to feel greater discomfort around others, view themselves as more distant, and
attend to limit social interactions, which may be through an anhedonic disinterest in
social relationships rather than from an anxious discomfort in social situations. Through
an interpersonal circumplex lens, these results are consistent with the idea that
individuals with detached interpersonal styles may avoid socializing due to not viewing
social interactions as rewarding and meeting personal goals. Indeed, avoidance of
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intimacy due to disinterest in social interactions may capture trait detachment more
precisely, isolating it from more general negative affectivity and anxiety. Furthermore,
anxiety outcomes are more closely associated with the PID-5 dimension of negative
affectivity (i.e., clinically high variants of neuroticism including anxiousness, emotional
lability, and perseveration), which supports the statistical (factor analysis) and conceptual
separation of negative affectivity facets from those of detachment (i.e., withdrawal,
anhedonia, and intimacy avoidance; Krueger et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2012).
Moreover, when anger and anxiety variance were removed from depression, the
relationship between detachment and depression persisted, which is consistent with
previous research on detachment and negative affect (Rappaport, Moskowitz, &
D’Antono, 2014), as well as with the theorized core of detachment as involving social
isolation and deficits in positive emotionality. Thus, the residualized findings provide a
stronger case for specificity in terms of particular emotional risks for those with high
detachment. This main effect on depression is consistent with my hypotheses, such that
individuals characterized by detachment would be more predisposed to experience
depression symptomology. The extant literature on detachment characterizes it as
maladaptive low extraversion, combined with suspiciousness, social withdrawal,
anhedonia, and intimacy avoidance (Gore & Widiger, 2013; Wright et al., 2012),
demonstrated by socially isolating behavior (Holden et al., 2015). In contrast, detachment
no longer had a main effect on anger when it was residualized, suggesting that
detachment may have predicted more general dysregulation due to broad associations
with negative affectivity in general.
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Regardless of mechanisms, the findings of detachment prospectively predicting
subsequent distress is itself a contribution. Most of the research on PID constructs has
relied on cross-sectional designs (e.g., Rappaport, Moskowitz, and D’Antono, 2014;
Southard et al., 2015; Wright et al. 2012), and so the present research adds further
evidence of the predictive and construct validity of pathological traits such as
detachment. In addition to this, the present study adds to the literature on detachment by
clarifying the main effect of detachment on depression, but not anxiety. Although there is
limited research on detachment and anxiety, studies have linked subfacets of detachment
(e.g., social withdrawal) to anxiety (Hopwood et al., 2013). By parsing apart the sharedvariance of depression and anxiety, the results indicate detachment has a unique impact
on depression, over and above broad concepts of emotional dysregulation (Muris et al.,
2005; Pinto-Meza et al., 2006), internalizing behaviors (Kotov et al., 2010; Ruiz et al.,
2008; Samuel & Widiger, 2008; Saulsman & Page, 2004; Wright et al., 2015), or
motivational systems (Papousek et al., 2018).
Results indicated main effects of antagonism, prospectively predicting on anger,
anxiety, and depression, even after accounting for interpersonal stressors and interactions.
Contrary to my hypotheses, antagonism predicted more than anger. These finding
highlights the fact the effects of antagonism branch into different presentations of
psychological distress. For example, anxiety and depression represent internalizing
emotions with corresponding internalizing behaviors, whereas anger is also linked to
externalizing emotions and behaviors. One possibility for these results is that antagonism
has been linked to narcissism (Hopwood et al., 2012), which may be portrayed in the
forms of vulnerable narcissism and grandiose narcissism. With vulnerable narcissism,
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depression and anxiety may be primary emotion, whereas with grandiose narcissism,
anger may be more pertinent (Besser & Priel, 2010; Pincus et al., 2014; Stucke & Sporer,
2002; Wink, 1992). It is possible that some “flavors” or variants of psychopathy similarly
predispose more to internalizing vs. externalizing emotional states, consistent with
research on two distinct factors with differential correlates in the factor structure of a
more widely used assessment of psychopathy, the Psychopathy Check List (Blonigen et
al., 2005).
However, with the residualized outcomes, antagonism only predicted anger and
depression. These results may reflect the impact of a shared emotional dysregulation
component that encompasses psychological distress. Consistent with my hypothesis,
there were main effects of antagonism on anger and residualized anger. This further
supports the research by Kuppens (2005) on antagonism predicting anger proneness and
of Sleep and colleagues (2018) on trait antagonism being linked to externalizing
behavior. However, previous studies generally did not control for shared variance across
negative emotional outcomes, so the present study makes a contribution in terms of
specificity.
Contrary to my hypotheses, antagonism positively predicted depression. This is
inconsistent with the findings by Wright and colleagues (2012), demonstrating a low
correlation of antagonism with anxiousness (r = 0.04) and depressivity (r = -0.01). These
results may be reflective of anger directed inwards. Individuals with antagonistic styles
may engage in internalized hostility, which could impact self-esteem and feelings of
depression (Busch, 2009). Supporting this, Koh, Kim, and Park (2002) found that anger
and hostility was more closely linked to patients with depression, rather than anxiety,
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which is consistent with the main effect in this study of antagonism on anger and
depression, but not anxiety. Alternatively, because much of the antagonism research has
been cross-sectional, it’s possible that high-antagonism individuals are less likely to
endorse distress and internalizing symptoms at the same time point as assessment of
personality outside the context of psychosocial stress, but are able or willing to endorse a
broader range of negative emotions (anxiety and depression, not just anger) once they are
in or near situations involving interpersonal conflict.
Trait antagonism is defined as clinically low agreeableness with features of
manipulativeness, deceitfulness, hostility, callousness, and attention seeking (Gore &
Widiger, 2013; Wright et al., 2012). Through the interpersonal circumplex lens, trait
antagonism would come into conflict with perceived dominance behavior (e.g.,
challenging one’s status and agency) and cold behavior (e.g., not fitting one’s
expectations of attention seeking), with commensurate feelings of anger and depression
given thwarted interpersonal goals of agency and communion. From this perspective, it is
understandable that antagonism would predict multiple forms of distress in naturalistic
stressors.
Of note, gender was included in all tested models as a covariate, and although
gender did not impact the results of detachment models, gender had a significant effect in
one antagonism model. Specifically, there was a positive main effect of gender on anger,
even after controlling for perceived cold-dominance, antagonism, and cross-level
interaction effects. Indeed, these results persisted even with residualized anger. These
results are consistent with previous research on gender and social roles impacting
frequency of antagonistic expression, even with diminished gender effects and blurred
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gender roles (Fischer et al., 2004). This may be due to gendered socialization of
emotions, such that it is generally more acceptable for men to express anger, whereas
traditional gender norms encourage women to rein in their anger. Overtime, this anger
may have built up and led to increased or more intense experience of anger.
Alternatively, individuals identifying as women may also experience greater anger due to
the current sociopolitical climate. Specifically, despite social activism, gender inequality
and injustice continue to persist (e.g., pay gaps, discrimination) and may increase feelings
of frustration and anger. Thomas (1993) conducted a study on stressors that were
associated with increased anger in women and found that feelings of powerlessness,
injustice, and irresponsibility of others led to increased anger.
Hypotheses 3a and 3b: Cross-level Interaction Effects
In addition, I hypothesized that the magnitude of the relationship between
perceived cold-dominant behavior and psychological distress variables would vary
significantly across subjects, as demonstrated by random slopes. This was demonstrated
consistently across the standard emotion outcomes, suggesting that despite the fixed
effects of cold-dominance—which show that people generally found it aversive—some
people found it more aversive that others. This, in some ways, is consistent with models
positing person-situation interactions (e.g., CAPS model; diathesis-stress, etc.), and
provided a basis for explicitly testing such interactions in the present data. However,
random slopes were not significant in the relationships between perceived colddominance and the residualized outcomes. This may be due to several possible
considerations. One is that each of the distress outcomes loads strongly on general
negative affectivity, and that larger chunk of shared variance is more variable in response
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to particular stressors. If that is the case, it may be that the magnitude of variability in
general negativity in responses to cold-dominance is greater, whereas people gave more
consistent (less variable) responses when only narrower forms of negative emotion were
considered. For instance, perhaps cold-dominance similarly evokes specific aspects of
anger in a somewhat universal fashion across individuals in the sample, with little
between-person variability in that positive slope.
Alternatively, it may be that using residualized outcomes threw away enough
shared variance that what is left has smaller associations with stressors, leaving lower
statistical power to detect fixed or random effects. This interpretation may also fit the fact
that there was stronger evidence of autocorrelation (AR1 structure)—correlation among
one’s closest repeated measures—when modeling standard rather than residualized
outcomes. In other words, there was more ability to detect within-person autocorrelation
when general negative affect was not removed. Given that most studies have not been as
conservative as the present study (i.e., have not used residualized outcomes), it remains
for future work to replicate such effects in a larger sample.
With regard to person-situation interactions, I hypothesized that interpersonally
stressful situations and the resulting psychological distress (i.e., anxiety, depression,
anger) would be amplified by maladaptive traits of detachment and antagonism, however,
these moderation terms were not significant in any models. There are several possibilities
for these results. First, the magnitude of cross-level interaction effects may be too small
to be detected within this sample. Based on the extant literature on sensitivity analyses,
cross-level interaction effects should detect cross-level interactions of .30 effect size or
higher (Arend & Schäfer, 2019). However, interaction effects can often be relatively
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small, requiring much larger samples for a fully adequate test of the concept. Thus, these
results may indicate that the magnitude of the cross-level interaction effects have smaller
effect sizes than anticipated.
Second, it is possible that these cross-level interaction effects are simply not
present in these models specifically. In theorizing about person-situation interactions,
“strong situations” are thought to constrain effects of personality, whereas ambiguous or
weak situations may leave more room for personality traits to exert unique effects. It may
be that cold-dominance is such a “strong situation” that most participants found it
distressing enough that there was a limited role for traits to amplify the effect. Testing a
broader range of social stressor situations that vary in intensity (e.g., mild vs. extreme
behaviors) and content (e.g., others’ cold vs. warm vs. submissive behavior) would
provide a more robust test of this possibility. In addition, adopting a larger set of
interpersonal stressor items within the construct might enhance reliability and construct
bandwidth/coverage to provide a larger “net” to catch effects. Nonetheless, despite the
lack of “multiplicative” effects of personality and stressors interacting, the present study
suggests important roles for both personality and situations in predicting distress, albeit in
an “additive” model in this data.
Clinical Implications
Given that these maladaptive traits of detachment and antagonism may influence
expectations and scripts of social interactions (Barnow et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2001;
Nordahl et al., 2005), it is important to clarify how these predict emotional dysregulation
in stressful day-to-day experiences. The main effect findings of detachment on
residualized depression, but not residualized anxiety suggest that those with detached
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interpersonal styles may actually find social relationships and interactions unrewarding
and thus, engage in intimacy avoidance, rather than because of social anxiety or rejection
anxiety. Clinically, this may help illuminate diagnostic conceptualization and treatment
planning. Specifically, clinicians may find brief personality trait measures, such as the
PID-5-BF, useful in illuminating whether patients with maladaptive detachment are more
likely to experience depression, anxiety, or a combination of both, through the subfacets
of detachment and negative affectivity. This may further aid clinicians with treatment
planning, such that those high in detachment and presenting with depressive
symptomology may not experience positive affect via social engagement (encouraged as
part of treatment in behavioral activation), since these interactions may not be rewarding.
These results may also shed light on treatment response in individuals with maladaptive
personality traits. For example, individuals with high antagonism may experience
increased anger and thus, treatments targeting anger may allow patients to work through
anger, as well as addressing other primary concerns (e.g., PTSD, martial conflict,
substance misuse). Similarly, patients with high detachment may be particularly at risk
for depressive symptomology and thus may benefit from treatments targeting this (e.g.,
behavioral activation, cognitive therapy). This may be especially effective in setting
where multiphase treatments (i.e., anger management treatment prior to trauma-focused
therapy) are possible or where concurrent treatment is feasible.
Antagonism predicted anger, as well as anxiety and depression, but after
accounting for shared variance between distress outcomes, it predicted anger and
depression. Thus, individuals high in antagonism may simply benefit from more general,
transdiagnostic treatments that target psychological distress broadly, but greater
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specificity might be useful in targeting anger and depression in particular, whereas it may
be less warranted to target fear-based difficulties. Alternatively, if future research
utilizing residualized or more specified emotional outcomes reflects the findings in this
study, it may indicate a need to target specific mechanisms of emotions. For example,
identification of the mechanisms underlying antagonism (e.g., vulnerable narcissism
versus grandiose narcissism) may clarify best treatment options.
Furthermore, these findings imply the importance of warmth and collaboration in
the therapeutic relationship, such that if a clinician is seen as cold and dominant, patients
may experience an initial aversive emotional response (i.e., anger, anxiety, and
depression). This may be particularly important when clinicians conduct intakes or
assessments, which tend to be more directive (i.e., dominant) and detached (i.e., cold),
indicating of the need for interpersonal engagement to increase treatment buy in and
follow through. However, the present results do not suggest that patients high in
antagonism or detachment would necessarily be at much greater risk for distress when
perceiving others (such as a therapist) as cold-dominant.
Additionally, these findings may further benefit clinical practice when
considering the interpersonal circumplex. In perceived cold-dominant situations,
individuals may interpret this behavior has threatening to their goals of agency and
communion. Thus, challenging these situations, such as through cognitive-behavioral
therapy, may aid in reducing emotional dysregulation. This, combined with the research
on the types of beliefs each maladaptive variant of personality has about oneself and
others (Hopwood et al., 2013), sheds light on goals or targets for clinical intervention. For
example, individuals high on antagonism tend to have thoughts reflective of inflated view
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of self (i.e., superior or special compared to others; Hopwood et al., 2013). By better
understanding the components of personality that predict anger, and the possible resultant
interpersonal dysfunction, clinicians may be better equipped to treat personality
pathology, which has historically had few treatment options and poor prognosis. Overall,
identification of pathological variants of personality may aid clinicians in effective
clinical treatment, especially with treatment resistant diagnoses (i.e., personality
pathology).
Limitations and Conclusion
There are several theoretical and methodological limitations to this study and
changes in future studies may yield greater understanding. First, given that this was a
convenience sample of college students, this study is limited in its generalizability.
Furthermore, this sample was drawn from a private, Christian university, which may pose
confounding variables. It is possible that this sample shared cultural or religious values of
community, which may result in biases in self-report measures on detachment personality
traits. Similarly, trait antagonism may not be viewed favorably in a population of young
undergraduate students, which might reduce variability and lead to a floor effect. Floor
effects occur in psychological trait measures that possesses a lower limit for potential
responses and have a large concentration of participant’s scores lying at this limit, which
may not distinguish variability or differences in participant responses. Future research
may benefit from examination of floor effects regarding personality traits and population
norms.
Second, my interpersonal stressor variable was created by aggregating two
questions. Despite the reliability of this variable, future studies should incorporate more
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questions and facets of coldness and dominance to capture the array of situations that this
variable is supposed to reflect.
Third, anxiety free from depression and anger may not have been predicted by
interpersonal stressors because these interactions may not have held significance to the
individual. Participants may have been reporting on situations where important
individuals were not present, and thus, there was no social threat to fuel feelings of
anxiety. For example, brief interactions such as a disagreement with a classmate would
result in a less interpersonally threatening relationship rupture than a disagreement with
one’s significant other or close family member. Future studies may benefit from
examining the impact of perceived social threat on anxiety.
Lastly, Sleep et al. (2020) analyzed the facets of a variety of personality
assessments, including the PID-5 Faceted Brief Form, and found that a seven-factor
solution (callousness, grandiosity, domineering, manipulation, suspiciousness,
aggression, and risk taking) is needed to more accurately capture antagonism. Given that
I used the PID-5-BF, rather than the PID-5, facets for antagonism did not sufficiently
accounting for the facets of grandiosity, domineering, aggression, and risk taking, and
future studies should account for this in order to fully capture the dimension of
antagonism.
Limitations acknowledged, the present study shows the importance of
interpersonal stressors and maladaptive variants of personality on psychological distress.
Specifically, interpersonal stressors as well as pathological personality traits related to
interpersonal behavior generally predicted risk for a broad range of negative emotions in
the context of naturalistic stressors in daily life. However, accounting for shared variance
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between such negative emotions also revealed specificity. In particular, this study showed
that antagonism and detachment prospectively predicted differential risk for anger and
depression, respectively. Future research must further elucidate the direct and potentially
interacting effects of interpersonal stressors and traits on the emotional life of individuals.
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